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Abstract
The use of multicast inference on end-to-end measurement
has recently been proposed as a means to infer network internal characteristics such as packet loss rate and network
topology. In this paper we propose and evaluate new algorithms for multicast topology inference based on measurement of end-to-end loss. We compare their accuracy and
comment on their computational complexity.

1 Introduction
Inference of network-internal characteristics from the endto-end behavior of multicast traffic has been proposed in
recent papers. Probes are multicast from the source to receivers; the record of which probes reached each receiver
is used to infer internal loss probabilities. Probe loss is
assumed to occur independently across links and between
probes. In [1, 2] the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE)
of link loss probabilities was determined for general logical
multicast trees. It was shown that the estimator is reasonably robust with respect to violations of this assumption,
at least on the scale found in realistic network simulations.
In a related paper [5], the focus was to group multicast receivers that share the same set of network bottlenecks from
the source. This used the special case of the estimator for
binary trees in [1] in order to estimate loss on the common
portion of the path from the source to each receiver. An extension of the binary approach to treat more general trees
was also proposed.
The contributions of the present paper are as follows:
(i) We propose three algorithms for topology identification;
these generalize the grouping algorithms of [5]. Two of
these use binary grouping as an intermediate stage of identification; the other uses the approach of [1, 2] to estimate
the loss on the common portion the paths from the source
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University of Massachusetts
to an arbitrary set of receivers (i.e. not necessarily a binary
set).
(ii) We propose an algorithm that uses the MLE from [1] directly. In this approach, for each possible tree built upon
the given set of receivers, the MLE for its link probabilities
is found and the corresponding likelihood function is calculated. The tree that maximizes the this likelihood function
is selected as the estimator. We establish that the probability
of selecting the actual tree converges to 1 as the number of
probes grows to infinity.
(iii) We compare the performance of the algorithms and discuss the interactions between parameter choices and underlying topology that determine their accuracy
The use of end-to-end measurement has the advantage of
not requiring cooperation from network management. The
use of multicast probes has the advantage over unicast
probes that the network load due to probes scales better for
large trees. For a more detailed discussion of implementational issues, the potential for deployment on emerging Internet measurement infrastructures, and a comparison with
other approaches, we refer the reader to [1].

2 Description of the Loss Inference Methodology
We identify the physical multicast tree as comprising actual
network elements (the nodes) and the communication links
than join them. The logical multicast tree comprises the
branch points of the physical tree, and the logical links between them. The logical links comprise one or more physical links. Thus each node in the logical tree, except the leaf
nodes and possibly the root, must have 2 or more children.
We can construct the logical tree from the physical tree by
deleting all links with one child and adjusting the links accordingly by directly joining its parent and child.
Let
 denote a logical multicast tree with nodes
 and links  . We identify one node, the root  , to be the
source of probes, and  to be the set of leaf nodes
(identified as the set of receivers). The set of children of
node  is denoted by  !" . Each node, # , apart from
the root has a parent $&%'(#) such that *"#+,- . We say
 is descended from # , and write /. # , if #0%)12!" for
some 3-54 , where %)16&%87%+1)92: and %;:,% <>=?A@ will
denote the . -least common ancestor of all nodes in B>@ .
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We assume a Bernoulli loss model in which probes are independent and each probe is successfully transmitted across
C
the link (%'(#+D#+ with probability E'F . Thus the progress
of each probe down the tree is described by an independent copy of a stochastic process GHIJGKFLMF"N"O as follows.
GPF5RQ if the probe reaches node #/S and  otherwise.
If G F T , then GVU6T)W)XY A#+ . Otherwise, Z\[ G]U\
QL^ G F _Qa`bTE U and Zc[ GVU\T?^ G F _Qd`b_Q8eYE U . We
adopt the convention EfKgQ . Last, let E>_(E'hh N"O . We
assume that iE F ijQ"MWk#0 . lnm will denote the
distribution of G under the link probabilities E .
When a probe is sent down the tree from the root  , we
cannot observe the whole process G , but only the outcome
p
JGKFLFoNqpsrButq+vQqw that indicates whether or not the
probe reached each receiver. In [1] it was shown how the
link probabilities can be inferred from the measured distribution of outcomes due to a set of independent probes when
the topology x_y is known. Let KA#+V  denote
the set of receivers descended from a node #c . Set
z

A#+|{5}q~ G U 
U NqpF

and

2(#+yxl[

z

(#)IQa`<

(1)

z

A#+xQ if a probe reaches at least one receiver descended
from # . For K set K!"&E UqE'  U  <<v<Ef , the probability that a probe reaches the node  . It can be shown that the
and the  satisfy
Qe'(#+K(#+b


Qe2*K(#+<
U N"F

(2)

It was shown in Lemma 1 of [1] that K(#+ is the unique solution to (2) in J2A#+vQa` provided that 2A#+8i U N"F 2* .
Thus the collection of P(#) , and hence also the E F
P(#)DP(%'(#) , can be determined from the 2A#+ . At a
node # with two offspring tDMqJw , (2) reduces to K(#+\
2!"2*q)J2*'2!q('e2(#) .
In order to estimate the P(#) from measurements, 3 probes
are
multicast
from the  source, giving rise to outcomes


 
 
G : <v<v< G 1 . Define 2(#+ as the proportion of outcomes
in which a packet was seen
at a receiver descended from # ,

and estimate K (#+ by K(#+ , the solution to (2) that results
from
using the  in place of  . The log-likelihood function

,aE  is the log-probability of obtaining the frequenE in a topology .
cies  , given a set of link probabilities

With measured frequencies  , the
MLE
 of the link proba
bilities is the E that maximizes E ? .
Theorem 1
(i) The model is identifiable, i.e. Z m BZ m
implies E/&E' .
(ii) with probability 1, for sufficiently large 3 ,
Maximum Likelihood Estimator of .




is the

As a consequence
of the MLE property, is (strongly) con
sistent ( 1Le?  
with probability 1), and asymptotically
normal ( 3 &e] 1Le?$  ¡ for some multivariate Gaussian random variable ¡ ); see [6].

3 Topology Inference by Grouping
The use of the estimate of losses on the common portion of
the path between receivers in binary trees has been proposed
recently in order to group multicast receivers that share the
same set of bottlenecks on the path from the source [5]. In
this and the succeeding section we shall investigate the analytic and experimental properties of this algorithm and some
generalizations that infer general trees (i.e. those which are
not necessarily binary).
We shall work exclusively with canonical loss trees; a loss
tree consists of a tree-loss rate combination ,aE . A loss
tree is said to be in canonical form if E'Fi¢Q"MWk#I_
except for #Y£ . Any tree E not in canonical form
can be reduced to a loss tree, J  E   , in canonical form
such that the distribution of JG F  F"Nqp is the same under the
corresponding probabilities l)¤2¥ m and l)¤  ¥ m  .
Consider the class of maps of the form
¦B§


¦

¦¨

 I
¦

@ ©ªt@ywL

with

@«

¦

¬\@sBQ" (3)

¦

on finite sets . Starting with as the receiver set  , such
an operation represents identifying the elements of @ as a
maximal sibling set, grouping them together and identifying the set @ with their parent. This operation results in
¦
the set  comprising the parent node @ and all remaining
¦®¨
nodes in
@ . By composing a number of such maps
we can build up a logical multicast tree; the problem of recovering the actual tree can then be re-expressed as that of
finding an appropriate set of grouping maps. The inference
algorithms described below depend on choosing as @ the
subset in which the estimate of common loss (i.e. loss rates
on the shared portion of the path from the source to the receivers) is greatest. For general subsets @B0 we define
z
z
z
(@¯£{5}q~oF"N"°
(#+ and 2A@/jl[ (@±Qa` . Let
P(@ denote the solution of equation (2) when the product
extends over all P¯@ .
3.1 Inference of Binary Trees
The method is simplest to explain when the tree to be
inferred is known to be binary. Pick any  two nodes 
and
2 above, Kt"a# w£²³

 # . According

 to Section

* A#+) (#+o (#)e Mt"a# w is the MLE of the probability of successful transmission from the root to the lowest common ancestor node =?Mt"a# w of the receivers "a# .
But observe now that in general, since each K(´A can be expressed as a product of link probabilities over each link on
a chain from the root node to ´ , then the quantity PA´( is decreasing down the tree in the sense that K(´AYK(´J is ´J is
a descendant node of ´ . (This assumes that all
 the link probabilities E2F are strictly less than Q ). Hence PMt"#kw should
be minimized when  and # are siblings, at least asymptotically as the number of probes grows to infinity. The iteration
of this procedure to infer the complete logical multicast tree
is formalized as the binary loss tree (BLT) classification
 algorithm; see Figure 1. (We note that the definition of  and
p. 2
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10.

hJµ

¥ ¶D¥³·³·³· ¸

Input: Receivers  and receiver traces JG F h  FoNq: p
  ²³> , x²³>¹+¹ ;
while ^ º^oBQ do

select @»t@ @n¶wV¼8 that minimizes K½³ ;
:
¨
x² »¾©¿t@yw ; 82²³xA8 @2©¿t@yw ;
foreach @'2¯@ do
EA@2Ab²³ÀPA@K(@'( ; S²³>¿©¯t(@a@'*dw ;
enddo
enddo
Output: loss tree yaE

 



4a. select @ ¶ tq@ a@n¶w]>8 that minimizes P½³ ;
:
4b. ÌÍ² Î ; done:= false;
4c. while not done do
¨ ,
Ñ,
Ñ 
4d.
Ïx²³BtoÐ¼À@ 
©X@ Ñ Ò
^o@ ÑÒ ¯º @

: ¶ 
:
QeËq \ÐVi \(@
aw ;
Ñ
4e.
if Ï¹ then t@²³>@
; done := true; w
ÑÒ 
: \Ï that minimizes P½³ ;
4f.
else select @
4g. enddo
Figure 2: General Loss Tree Classification Algorithm (GLT): additional steps to be substituted for line 4 of Figure 1.

Figure 1: Binary Loss Tree Classification Algorithm (BLT).


extends from subset of nodes of the actual tree to those of
any potential tree in a straightforward manner).
Consider a loss tree JaE . Let Á be an algorithm that takes
a trace of length
  3 , tLGPF  ¥ h MF"Nqpw1hJ µ : as an input and returns
a loss tree $ E2 . Let Z Â xZ\ TÃBº be the probability
that Á misclassifies the tree.
Theorem 2

(i) A canonical loss tree is identifiable, i.e.,

l)¤2¥ mKxl)¤  ¥ m  implies ,aEIJ(aE'Ä .
Å  Æ ¤ Ç
(ii) For any binary canonical loss tree JE , Z 2
as 35ÇÈ .

Sketch of Proof: Consider
the deterministic algorithm ob
tained by replacing with in line 4 of Figure 1. Then the
tree is correctly identified, essentially because
= t´MLwq.Y= tq´a# w/nÉ

PMt´w,i¾PMt´# wq< (4)

By the Strong Law of Large Numbers (@ converges

2(@ , almost surely as 3j
È ; by continuity
P
(@

converges
likewise
to
P
A@


.
Hence,
by
(4),
P
Mt


´





w
¿

i

ÊMt´#kw for all 3 sufficiently large, where t´w5 8 is

any binary set that minimizes in the deterministic algo
rithm. Thus Z Å'Æ ¤ Ç as 36ÇÈ .
3.2 Inference of General Trees by Grouping
In this section we describe extensions of the binary loss tree
classification algorithm to treat general trees; the description here will be somewhat informal. The Binary Loss Tree
Pruning (BLTP) and the Binary Loss Tree Clique (BLTC)
Classification Algorithms estimate loss on the common portion of the path to pairs of nodes; the former is inspired by a
proposal in [5]. The General Loss Tree (GLT) Classification
Algorithm uses the estimate from (2) of loss on the common portion of the path to arbitrary sets of nodes. All the
algorithms are governed by a threshold Ëªx which is the
smallest link loss probability that can be inferred. When all
link loss probabilities are greater than Ë , the probability that
the tree is incorrectly classified goes to zero as the number
of probes grows to infinity. We compare the performance of
these algorithms in Section 5.

3.2.1 Binary Loss Tree Pruning Classification:
For each Ë$> we define BLTP(Ë ) by a two step process: (i)
applying BLT to the receiver traces resulting in a binary loss
tree yaE ; then (ii) for each node # with loss probability Q8e&E'Fi0Ë , remove the link (%'(#)a#+ from  and
identify the endpoints in  .
3.2.2 Binary Loss Tree Clique Classification: In
BLTC(Ë ), we group together pairs of nodes whose loss on
the common path portion is close to the maximum common
loss over all pairs. This amounts to replacing line 4 in Figure 1 with the following
steps: (i) select @'6±t@' @'¶ w

:
that minimizes P½³ ; (ii) construct
the graph ¡  of all links

(@'³ @'¶ ³  such that QcexË \t@'³ a@2¶³ wi PA@'( ; (iii)
:
:
group as the next node @ the elements of the largest connected component of ¡ that contains @' . Note that if the
grouping is done correctly, then the deterministic common
loss Kt@ a@ ¶ wq takes the same value for all binary sub:
sets tq@ a @ ¶ w of @ . For finite but large 3 , the corresponding
:
random ÊMt@ @ ¶ w will differ slightly. Choosing Ë/R
:
enables grouping of these nodes for finite 3 . However, this
can also lead to the inclusion of nodes which are separated
by links with loss probability less than about Ë .
3.2.3 General Loss Tree Classification: GLT(Ë ) is
essentially an extension of BLT in which the minimization
in line 4 of Figure 1 extends over arbitrary subsets of 8 .
Since all subsets of a set of siblings have the same value of
, we employ a threshold Ë to perform the grouping, similar
to BLTC(Ë ). In practice, we build up the minimizing set
@ by finding (approximately) minimizing sets of increasing
cardinality. More precisely, the rule to select the next node
@ in line 4 of Figure 1 is replaced by the lines shown in
Figure 2.

4 Maximum Likelihood Classification of General Trees
A second approach to topology inference is to use the likelihood function itself for classification. Let Ó denote the set
of logical multicast trees that can be laid out between the
root and the set of receivers. The topology Ô of a multicast
tree is determined by the set ÐÕ of non-root nodes and the
p. 3

0

links between them.

1Mb/sec, 10ms

Let ÖE ÕT[³+vQa`(× Ø denote the MLE for the link probabilities E if the topology were
ÔÙÙÓ ; let Õ denote the set of

measured probabilities A#+ at nodes # of Ô .
The maximum-likelihood
(ML)
classifier
assigns the topol


ogy Ô that maximizes (Ô E Õ   Õ  . We now show that, if
the link probabilities are bounded away from 0 and 1, the
ML-classifier is consistent in the sense that, w.p. 1, it identifies the correct topology as the number of probes tends to
infinity. Let ÁPÚÕ u[ ËLvQeË`(× Û , where Ë\& , and consider
trees with link probabilities E/5ÁPÚÕ .
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Figure 3: Simulation Topology: Links are of two types: edge
Theorem 3 For each topology Ô f and link probability vecÄÜ Ý
tor E f ªÁ ÚÕ ,
{
1L$


ZÕÞa¥ mÞq P
Ô ÔfvBQo<

(5)

Ã f ,
Proof: It suffices to
Ü!Ý show that, for each Ô/>Ô
{
1$


ZÕÞa¥ mÞq P
Ô Ô+>)<

(6)

Let ß'(à'ÔaE denote the density (i.e., probability mass
function) for the configuration à due to a single probe and
let á+f denote expectation with respect to ZÕÞd¥ mÞ . Under our
assumptions, if Ô/ÀÔ
Ã Ü f , the Kullback-Leibler information
â

f (EIá f

ãoä ß2JGaÔ f E f Dß2JGaÔE

(7)

â

is a continuous function of E5ÁPÚÕ , and f"AE& (identiâ
fiability). Thus there is a number å$> such that f"AEæYå
for all E/5ÁPÚÕ . Now

ZÕÞa¥ mÞq P
Ô Ô+ç
Ü

ZÕÞd¥ mLÞ(è+E/ªÁ ÚÕ ²
3

Q é 1
:

ã"ä

ß G h aÔaE
2
æ>"<
ß'JG h aÔ f E f 

(8)

Since E/ªÁPÚÕ , the density ß2Aà2aÔaE is bounded away from
zero, hence the conditions of Jennrich’s [3] uniform strong
law of large numbers are satisfied. Thus
Ü

Q é 1
3
:

ãoä

ß'JG h ÔaE
â
e?êe f AE,ç&eå
ß2JGKhaÔfoaEfa

links of 1MB/s capacity and 10ms latency, and interior
links of 5Mb/s capacity and 50ms latency.

(9)

uniformly in E/ªÁPÚÕ , whence the last displayed probability
tends to zero as 36ÇÈ .

5 Algorithm Comparison and Evaluation
The topology classification algorithms described above
were evaluated through simulation. The ns [4] simulator
was used in order to provide a realistic simulation of the
occurrence of packet losses in a network.

5.1 Comparison of Grouping Algorithms
We report results obtained in the network topology shown
in Figure 3. Links in the interior of the tree have higher capacity (5Mb/sec) and latency (50ms) than those at the edge
(1Mb/sec and 10ms) in order the capture the heterogeneity between the edges and core of a Wide Area Network.
Probes are generated from node 0 as a Poisson process with
mean interarrival time 16ms. Background traffic comprised
a mix of infinite data source TCP connections (FTP) and
exponential on-off sources using UDP. Packet losses were
due to overflow from 4 packet buffers at each node. Since
the losses were not generated explicitly from a model, they
could potentially violate the Bernoulli assumptions. However, we have found in previous work [1] that the discrepancy between actual and inferred probe losses is very small.
(The discrepancy with background traffic losses is greater,
although still quite small). Each evaluation comprised 100
simulations each of 300s duration. Individual link loss rates
ranged from as little as +<³ë"ì to as high as í Qì . Mean link
loss rates ranged from slightly below Qvì to QvÎ"ì .
In Figures 4-9 we plot the proportion of experiments in
which the topology was correctly identified as function of
the number of probes, for the three algorithms, for values of
the threshold Ë between +<³"Îoî"ì and îoì . In summary, accuracy is best for intermediate Ë , decreasing for larger and
smaller Ë . In more detail, consider for example, the BLT
Pruning algorithm with 1000 probes. The topology is incorrectly identified 45 times for Ëg)< Îoî"ì , 14 times for
Ë¾ï)< îoì and only 5 times for Ë¾ðQì . To obtain the
same increase in accuracy at Ëx|+<³Îoî"ì would require
about 6000 probes. The explanation for this behavior is
that smaller values of Ë lead to stricter criteria for grouping

nodes. Finitely many samples, fluctuations of the below
their mean can lead to erroneous exclusion of nodes from
groups. Increasing Ë leads to errors when links with loss
probabilities QeÙE F iYË are effectively ignored, so that the
groups are chosen too large; observe the probability of successful identification decreases dramatically as Ë increases
p. 4
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beyond Îoì .

General Topology: random loss rate ∈ [0,0.1]

0
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5.2 Comparison of ML Classifier and Grouping
For identification of general trees, the ML classifier has the
apparent advantage over the grouping algorithms that there
is no explicit parameter Ë that demarcates the minimum loss
rates at which may be classified. However, the ML classifier
remains subject to the effects of sampling noise when identifying links with low loss probabilities. This is because the
likelihood function AÔEÕLÕ" depends only weakly on
whether links with low rates are present or absent from the
topology Ô . Sampling variation due to using finitely many
probes can swamp such dependence.
In Figure 10 we compare the performance of the ML classifier with the BLTP Classifier. This was performed on 5receiver trees with link loss rates chosen uniformly between
0% and 10%. We display the probability that links with loss
rates greater than or equal to a given level Ë are misgrouped.
In this context, to correctly group a link means to place it as
an ancestor of the same set of receivers in the inferred tree
as in the actual tree. The figure shows that the accuracy of
the ML and BLTP are very similar across a range of link
loss rates.
The ML classifier was implemented as an exhaustive search
on the set of trees. The rapid growth in the number of
such trees makes this approach computationally unattractive; we believe that more sophisticated optimization techniques may reduce the computational cost of the ML Classifier.

BLT loss ≥ 0
BLT loss ≥ 2.5%
BLT loss ≥ 5%
BLT loss ≥ 7.5%
ML loss ≥ 0
ML loss ≥ 2.5%
ML loss ≥ 5%
ML loss ≥ 7.5%

−1

Pr. of misgrouping

We ónow compare the relative performance of the algorithms. We focus on Ë>çjQì ; for this range reasonable
accuracy can be obtained for sufficiently large 3 . We find
that the general algorithm GLT has almost uniformly better
performance in this region. We believe that this is because
GLT makes a more direct inference on non-binary groups
than the other algorithms. The accuracy of the BLT Pruning algorithm is close to that of GLT. However, the com
putational complexity is less than GLT in several ways.
is given explicitly for binary groups, but generally requires
numerical root finding for GLT. In GLT the threshold Ë is
applied throughout the algorithm. In BLT Pruning it is applied only at the end; this will facilitate adaptive selection of
Ë . BLT Clique has the worst performance. We believe this
is because it has a stricter condition for grouping nodes that
involves checking all the possible pairs among the candidate nodes; failure of a single test amongst many can result
in exclusion from a group.

10

−2

10

−3

10

0

50

100

150

200
250
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350
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Figure 10: Comparison of ML and BLT classifier in 5-leaf tree:
probability to misclassify links with give loss rate ô
or greater.

were examined; Binary Loss Tree Clique, Binary Loss Tree
Pruning and General Loss Tree. The last two were found to
be the most accurate; BLT Pruning is the least complex in
implementation and execution.
The Maximum Likelihood classifier uses the property that
the link loss estimators are Maximum Likelihood Estimators; the topology with the highest likelihood for the observed data is selected as the estimator. Accuracy was close
to that of the grouping algorithms, but execution times were
larger due to the implementation as an exhaustive search
through the space of possible trees. More sophisticated
search techniques may reduce this, however, there would be
no gain in accuracy over the grouping algorithms. In summary, we believe the BLT Pruning algorithms offers the best
combination of accuracy and performance. Further work to
be reported in an extended version of this paper includes the
analytic estimation of failure probabilities.
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